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Family Traditions are the things that bond families and 

promote positive well -being and healthy development. 
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Creating and maintaining happy memories are

reinforced through the repetition of family traditions.

Traditions are not only fun, but they also have great

benefits to family wellness throughout a lifetime. Fond

memories in childhood increases social emotional

protective factors and can reduce disease and risk

factors into adulthood. These benefits include higher

quality of work, better relationships, fewer chronic

illnesses as older adults, decreased risky behaviors, and

lower rates of mental health issues. The research shows

fond childhood memories increase feelings of wellbeing

and bonding for families. Parenting, after all, is the job

of raising healthy, happy and productive adults,

reinforcing a commitment to build family traditions.

Being a Great Parent Is Part Natural and Part Learned

In the article, Happy Childhood Memories Linked to Better Health Later in Life, the American

Psychological Association demonstrates the impact happy memories can have on health and managing

adversity or negativity throughout the lifespan. In an emotional response to a therapeutic technique

Holden et.al. has determined, “by savoring a positive memory.. senses were reengaged, and the emotions

associated with the memory were re-experienced. Feelings of warmth, social safeness (how connected

you feel to others) and calm were increased, while negative feelings were decreased.”

Whether it is every Sunday breakfast, fun bedtime routines, family mealtime, or returning to the same

campground every Summer vacation, traditions are linked to strong social emotional development for

families. Creating these happy memories that last a lifetime is a must for strengthening the family health

and wellbeing.
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Joyful Family Tradition Ideas

Start each day with a good morning hug 

Have family dinner together every Tuesday night 

Read a passage in a book before each meal

Select a charity to give to and make or collect things for the charity

Sing the same song at family events

Make a birthday hat every year for each family member

Take a yearly photo at the same location every year

Do a walk or run before Thanksgiving dinner

Plant a tree and measure its growth each year

Have a regular family game night

Read out loud before bed

Grow a garden by having each member select and take care of their vegetable 

Have a family competition for a prize-winning vegetable 

When people talk about fond family traditions they often think of the Holidays. A lot of care and thought

goes into family activities, meals and time spent together during celebrated holidays. Holidays also are

beaming with smells, sights, music, laughter and joy that speak to all our senses and emotions. Many

people are off work and can focus on spending time together with family and friends. Our communities

offer extra events and family fun. Therefore, holidays become traditions that often create fond memories.

When creating non-holiday family traditions adding the sights sounds and smells (plus special foods) can

bring greater joy and happy memories. Including friends, neighbors and extended family will make the

celebration even bigger.
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